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LEAD RESPONSE IS 
A FULL-TIME JOB
(AND ONE THAT SHOULDN’T BE HANDLED BY 
YOUR BEST CLOSERS)

How much money is your company spending every month to drive 
inbound leads? Chances are that your marketing team is investing serious 
resources in advertising, content marketing, email and other efforts 
specifically to provide sales reps with inbound leads. Yet sales teams are 
seldom optimized to handle the influx of inbound leads that come from 
downloaded content, web contact forms and phone calls.

Most companies lack a clear sales process for qualifying and closing 
inbound leads, and miss out on valuable opportunities as a result. The 
opportunities you lose are likely being won by your competitors.

To be successful, you need to diversify your inside sales team into 
specific roles. Sure, it’s important to hire account executives who carry 
revenue quotas and close big deals. But it’s equally vital to make sure that 
your account executives have enough opportunities to hit their quotas. 
Salespeople want to sell. And when they have to prospect for their own 
opportunities, there are variables that can be a hinderance to creating 
dependable streams of revenue. 

One of the best ways to ensure that closers have enough opportunities to 
support success is by hiring reps that specifically focus on qualifying leads 
and creating opportunities from marketing efforts. 

This eBook focuses on how to build and optimize a lead response team 
that delivers maximum pipeline growth. You’ll learn how to successfully 
hire, measure, coach and optimize a team of lead response reps. You’ll 
know when to hire your first lead response rep, how many reps you need to 
hire as your company expands, and which metrics you need to be tracking 
in order to build a successful, optimizable sales process.

Let your closers close!
lead re·sponse team
/lēd/ /ri’späns/ /tēm/
(noun)
1. A part of an overall inside sales team made up of dedicated 
lead response reps, with its sole purpose being to follow 
up with inbound leads from marketing campaigns in 
order to create opportunities for account executives. This 
includes leads that download content, fill out forms, and call 
businesses.

synonyms: market response team, lead qualification team, 
inbound sales team

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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THE TWO BIGGEST 
HIRING MISTAKES 
THAT MOST SALES 
MANAGERS MAKE

SECTION

01

Mistake 1: Hiring a VP of Sales Without 
Inside Sales Experience
One of the biggest mistakes companies make, especially during early 
stages, is hiring a traditional VP of Sales, without inside sales experience. 
Traditional (or outside) sales reps may be great at closing deals with 
clients over wine and steaks, but they often don’t possess the experience 
necessary to lead an inside sales team to victory. It’s not enough for a 
VP of Sales to be a good closer. Companies need a sales leader who can 
recruit the right inside sales talent, track the right metrics, and implement 
the right sales acceleration solutions. It can take time to find the perfect 
inside sales VP and even more time to convince them to come on board. 
But by following the advice in this eBook, your company can begin 
effectively ramping up your inside sales efforts even without a VP of Sales 
in place. 

Mistake 2: Not Separating Inside Sales Reps 
Into Roles
Another common mistake most companies make is assuming that an 
account executive can (and should) handle every sales stage. Far too 
often, companies kick off their inside sales efforts by hiring an account 
executive and then expect her to cold call companies, respond to leads that 
download marketing content, take inbound sales calls, and close big deals, 
all while ensuring current customers are successful in order to minimize 
attrition. 

However, this displays a narrow view of sales. You’ve probably heard 
phrases like “coffee is for closers,” or “always be closing.” But there is so 
much more to sales than just closing deals. 
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A salesperson can have the best pitch on the planet, but it’s useless if a 
prospect doesn’t have budget, doesn’t have the infrastructure in place to 
support a solution, or any number of other issues that can prevent a sale 
from occurring. And time that account executives spend trying to figure out 
whether leads are qualified is time that they’re not spending closing deals 
and adding revenue to your pipeline. 

Growing companies often churn through account executives because they 
don’t clearly understand what an account executive’s role should be, or how 
to properly support account executives. 

Here’s how we define an account executive: a quota-carrying salesperson 
who helps provide qualified prospects with solutions.

Salespeople should sell. It’s as simple as that. It’s what they want to do 
and—hopefully—it’s what they’re good at. When salespeople are free to sell, 
you can truly gauge their skills as a closer. Think about it. If a salesperson 
is tasked with prospecting and lead response in addition to closing, it can 
be next-to-impossible to determine exactly why they missed quota. The 
best closers are seldom the best prospectors. But when you have a team 

that is divided into clear roles, you can measure in real time whether your 
prospectors and lead response reps are creating the opportunities that 
your closers need to hit quota. This allows you to identify exactly what (and 
who) is working best, and take a surgical approach to sales optimization.

New Rule: Account Executives Shouldn’t Create 
Their Own Opportunities
So if salespeople aren’t creating opportunities, where should they come 
from? Many companies hire entire teams of sales development reps 
(SDRs) to handle outbound prospecting. However, your company is 
probably already attracting valuable leads through marketing that can be 
transformed into viable opportunities for your account executives to close. 

Enter the lead response rep.

A lead response rep creates opportunities for closers by qualifying leads 
who fill out web forms, download marketing content or call a company.

Great lead response reps can, month after month, turn out the 
opportunities your account executives need to hit their goals.

You’ve probably heard phrases like 
‘coffee is for closers,’ or ‘always be 
closing.’ But there is so much more 
to sales than just closing deals.

Howard Brown
Founder & CEO

RingDNA 

“
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WHY IT’S MORE 
VITAL NOW THAN 
EVER TO BUILD A 
DEDICATED LEAD 
RESPONSE TEAM

SECTION
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Reason 1: You’re Getting More Web Leads from 
Marketing Content
A study by the Custom Content Council reports that last year showed 
a 9.2% rise in content marketing budgets (up to $43.9 billion!) In fact, 
according to Demand Metric, 78% of CMOs think that content is the 
future of marketing.This is because buyers today are savvier than ever, 
with a built-in desire to self-educate prior to purchasing. According to the 
Corporate Executive Board, 60% of a buyer’s journey occurs before they 
ever reach out. This is giving rise to a new breed of more educated buyers 
known as “pro-sumers.” 

However, even though your prospects know more than ever about your 
offerings before reaching out, it doesn’t mean that they are qualified 
buyers. Budget constraints, a lack of executive buy-in and technical 
requirements are just some of the issues that can stand in the way of 
suitability. As your marketers invest more in content efforts, expect more 
leads to download web content and fill out forms. With a growing number 
of online leads, it’s becoming more and more important to hire dedicated 
reps who are savvy enough about your solutions to qualify them.

78% of CMOs think that content is 
the future of marketing.

Demand Metric, 2013“
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Reason 2: You’re Getting More Inbound 
Phone Calls
While it’s important to follow up with leads from marketing content, an 
exponential influx of inbound sales calls has created a more urgent need 
for teams that specialize in inbound lead response. According to BIA/
Kelsey, the number of inbound sales calls in the US alone is set to increase 
from 30 billion to 70 billion by 2016. 

Your marketing team puts a lot of resources into delivering every inbound 
lead. If sales isn’t optimized to qualify and respond to these leads, then it 
will equate to lost revenue, end of story. Companies like Salesforce have 
enjoyed massive success by rolling out sales teams that focus solely 
on converting inbound leads into customers. But you don’t have to be 
an enterprise company like Salesforce to enjoy powerful results through 
role specialization. In the next section, we’re going to show you how any 
company can approach building a successful inbound sales team. 

By the time your prospects 
reach out to you, they’ve likely 
researched your company and 
competitors, and are ready for 
a serious sales discussion. It’s 
vital to have a team of reps solely 
dedicated to converting these 
valuable inbound leads into 
customers.

Howard Brown
Founder & CEO

RingDNA 

“
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WHEN IS IT TIME 
TO HIRE YOUR 
FIRST LEAD 
RESPONSE REP? 

SECTION
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The Lead Metric Approach
Aaron Ross helped revolutionize Salesforce’s inside sales efforts by 
separating reps into dedicated roles. In his book Predictable Revenue (a 
must-read for any inside sales manager), Ross recommends hiring your 
first lead response rep when you have 400 unique inbound leads. However, 
depending on your business model, it can make sense to hire your first rep 
when you have as few as 200 leads that require human attention.  Inbound 
leads include calls, content marketing downloads, app installs, emails, 
partner referrals and more. 

Remember that these leads should include prospects that downloaded an 
eBook, prospects that filled out a form, prospects that asked for pricing 
and prospects that replied to marketing emails. You should also include 
prospects that picked up the phone and called.

Number of Inbound 
Leads

Market Response Reps 
Needed

0-399 0-1

400-799 1

800-1199 2

1200-1599 3

1600-1999 4

2000-2399 5
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The 25% Rule Approach
The financial reality at many smaller businesses is to begin by hiring one 
or two account executives to handle all avenues of sales including lead 
response. But even if your account executives are making quota, chances 
are they could sell a lot more if they were supported by lead response reps. 

So in this case, when should you make your first lead response hire? 
Consider using a 25% rule. Did your company recruit a high-level sales 
executive who is now spending 25% of her time on lead response? If so, 
hire a lead response rep to offer support. Most quota-carrying account 
executives don’t want to spend time answering inbound calls from 
unqualified prospects or calling to ask what compelled a prospect to 
download an eBook. 

Calculating by Opportunity and Deal Size
We previously recommended that if you have 1600 inbound leads a month, 
then you should hire four lead response reps. Likewise, using the 25% rule, 
if you had four account executives each spending 25% of their time on lead 
response, you should consider hiring between one and four lead response 
reps. 

But these are only starting points for iteration. There are numerous 
variables, including lead quality and lead response rep ability, to consider. 
When you begin to scale, you’ll want to pay much closer attention to how 
many opportunities your lead response reps are actually qualifying, as well 
as your deal size per rep. 

Suppose that you have 1600 monthly leads and four lead response reps, 
each of which are creating 10 opportunities each month. That means you 
might want to begin by hiring two account executives (as a general rule 
account executives shouldn’t be working more than 20-30 opportunities 

at a time). If your account executives close at 20%, that means that you 
should expect 10 closed deals monthly. If your average deal size is $20,000, 
then it means you can depend on $200,000 in revenue.

That may or may not be enough revenue for your company to hit its 
goals. If not, don’t worry - there’s plenty of room for optimization. Most 
companies make the error of hiring more account execs, thinking that this 
will magically create more revenue. But in truth, there are several factors 
that go into your company’s ability to drive ROI. If you aren’t driving enough 
revenue it means you might need to do one of the following:

• Get better leads
• Get more skilled lead response reps
• Get more skilled account executives
• Charge higher prices

Leads: 1600

Lead Response Reps: 4

Opportunities: 40

Account Executives: 2

Deals Closed per Month: 10

Average Deal Size: $20,000

Revenue: $200,000
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KEY METRICS 
FOR MARKET 
RESPONSE TEAMS 
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After hiring a team of inbound sales reps, sales managers should 
constantly be working to optimize that team’s ability to grow pipeline. This 
entails tracking the right metrics to benchmark success while identifying 
opportunities for growth. Here are some key metrics that you need to 
be tracking in order to successfully manage a team of lead response 
reps. Tracking these metrics in a CRM like Salesforce is the best way 
for managers to gain real-time insight into individual reps’ performance 
as well as the team’s overall health. It also lets managers make smarter 
predictions about whether lead response reps are on pace to provide 
closers with the opportunities they need to reach quota.

New Rule: Track metrics specific to your lead 
response team.

Unique Inbound Marketing Leads per Month
Calculating how many leads are coming in can help you 
keep track of how many lead response reps are needed 
to deliver the proper amount of opportunities. 

Overall Lead-to-Opportunity Rate
What’s the ratio of opportunities being mined from your 
leads? How does adding or subtracting lead response 
reps affect this percentage? 
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Lead-to-Opportunity Rate by Rep
Some reps might be more successful at generating opportunities than others. Monitoring 
individual rep performance will help you benchmark what is possible. It can also be used to 
help determine opportunity quotas for your lead response reps. 

Percentage of Opportunities from Marketing
What percentage of your company’s opportunities are expected to originate from marketing? 
This metric is crucial for determining how many closers can be supported by your lead 
response team. 

Outbound Calls per Day by Rep
Remember that a lead response team doesn’t only take inbound calls. Much of the time 
reps are actually making outbound calls, following up with leads that have interacted with 
marketing materials. It can be extremely helpful to check and see if there is a correlation 
between outbound dials per day and the number of opportunities created. 

Inbound Calls per Day by Rep
How many inbound calls are coming in each day from marketing campaigns? We highly 
recommend that you track call metrics like hold time to ensure that your team is optimized 
to handle your inbound call volume. Also, calculate how much time reps are spending on 
inbound vs. outbound calls.

Lead to Opportunity to Close Ratio
This is the most important metric of all. How many leads does marketing need to produce in 
order to create the opportunities necessary to reach revenue goals? If a lead response team 
just isn’t able to create enough opportunities, that can be an indication that marketing needs 
to generate more leads.  
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SALES PROCESS 
OPTIMIZATION 
TIPS FOR MARKET 
RESPONSE TEAMS

SECTION
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In sales, having a clearly defined process yields powerful results. After 
you’ve got your lead response team up and running, here are some 
additional sales process optimization tips that we’ve seen improve lead-to-
close rates.

Specialize by Product
If your company sells multiple offerings (especially if those offerings are 
complex technical solutions), it can pay dividends to further divide your 
lead response reps (as well as your prospectors and closers) into product 
specialists. Companies like Salesforce have experienced a lot of growth 
by specializing reps by solution as well as the size of the companies they 
are selling to. For example, at a financial services company, a rep might 
only focus on selling annuities. Or at a B2B software company, a rep might 
specialize in enterprise marketing automation systems. Perhaps certain 
reps are better at selling to SMBs while others have the skills to sell to 
enterprises. 

Specializing by offering can have an especially powerful effect on 
inbound close rates, because it gives your company the opportunity to 
automatically route calls directly to skilled product specialists who know 
how to overcome objections and solve pain points specific to a particular 
offering. 

Automatically Log Every Inbound Lead in a CRM
Even companies that have invested in CRMs like Salesforce, often don’t 
go far enough during implementation. Most companies rely on reps to 
manually enter lead data in a CRM. But let’s face it, reps don’t like spending 

New Rule: Never stop optimizing your sales 
process!
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their valuable time logging data. And even diligent reps are bound to let 
some hot leads go uncaptured. The only way to ensure that 100% of leads 
are being logged in your CRM is to utilize a sales automation solution like 
RingDNA, that can ensure that not only every online lead gets saved in your 
CRM, but also every lead who picks up their phone and calls. 

Share Marketing Automation Data with Lead Response Reps in 
Real Time
Marketing teams often invest heavily in powerful marketing automation 
platforms like Marketo and Pardot, which can deliver a real-time view of 
how leads interact with marketing content. Sharing marketing automation 
data with your lead response team can empower reps to do a better job 
of prioritizing leads, ensuring that the most valuable leads are touched by 
sales at the right time. 

RingDNA’s call tracking solution also makes it possible for lead response 
reps to know which promotion or keyword triggered an inbound call. This 
helps reps know what product to sell and what qualification questions to 
ask before even answering an inbound call.
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RingDNA maximizes inside sales performance by helping sales teams qualify, 
connect with and convert more customers. RingDNA is he only revenue 
acceleration platform created specifically for the specialty roles that exist in 
today’s inside sales teams.
 
• Outbound sales teams make more calls to the best leads
• Inbound sales teams optimize incoming call conversions
• Marketers discover which campaigns drive the most 

valuable calls 

RingDNA is the only inside sales & marketing platform made 
100% for Salesforce customers by Salesforce experts, 
providing the industry’s best and easiest CRM integration.

yes - this is a
call tracking number!

Start a Free Trial
Get a Demo Today
Find us on the Salesforce AppExchange
Call us: 866.513.5862

Email us: sales@RingDNA.com
Visit us online: RingDNA.com
@ringdna
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